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06/0812005
Seen
sometime
in 2005.

Cumbria

22.15
Kendal

Cumbria

Saw about forty orange and red
lights in the sky.
A UFO was witnessed.

You may also wish to be aware that there is some information about UFOs available for public
viewing. MOD files were routinely destroyed after 5 years until 1967 when they were generally
preserved for the National Archives. A few have survived before 1967 and these together with
records up to 1977 are now available for public viewing. The National Archives can be contacted
at Ruskin Avenue, Kew,Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or telephone, 020 8876 3444. The National
Archives also have a website giving information about the records they hold and how to access
them. This can be found on the internet at http://nationalarchives.gov.uk. The Ministry ofDefence
Freedom of Information web site also contains some released information on UFOs. This can be
accessed via the internet at:
http://www.mod.uk/DefenceInternetlFreedomOflnformationlPublicationScheme.

With regard to a photograph taken of a space suited figure by Mr James Templeton of Carlisle in
1964,if such information has survived, it will now be open for viewing at The National Archives.

I hope this is helpful. If you are unhappy with the response or wish to complain about any aspect
of the handling of this request, then you should contact the undersigned in the first instance.
Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an internal review by contacting the
Director of Information Exploitation, 6th Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall, SWIA 2HB

(e.mail:Info-XD@MOD.uk).
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may be able to take your complaint to
the Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information
Please note that the Information Commissioner will not normally investigate your case until
the MOD internal review process has been completed. Further details ofthe role and powers ofthe
Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner’s website,
http://informationcommissioner.gov.uk.

Act.

Yours sincerely
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Report of Unidentified Flying Object
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Sighting Duration

Descrption ofObject

Exact Position ofObserver

How Object was Observed

Direction in which Object
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Angular Elevation of Object
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Movement ofObject

Meteorological Conditions
During Observations
Nearby Objects
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Complete report ofUFO with as many details
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A controller receiviQg.a re ort about an unidentified flying object must obtain as much as
information as possible required to complete a report in format shown below.
Report of Unidentified Flying Object
A Date, Time and Duration of Sighting
Local times to be quoted

B
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Description of Object
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Number of objects, size, shape, colours, brightness, sound, smell, etc
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Exact Position of Observer
Geographical location, indoors or outdoors, stationary or moving
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How Observed?

other optical device, still or movie camera

Direction in which Object was first seen
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A landmark may be more useful than a badly estimated bearing.
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Angular Elevation of Object
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Estimated heights are reliable.
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Distance of Object from Observer
By reference to a known landmark, wherever possible.
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Movement of Object
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Changes in E, F and G may be more useful than estimates of course and speed.
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Meteorological Conditions during observations
Moving clouds, haze, mist etc.

Goo)>
K

Nearby Objects

Telephone or high voltage lines, reservoir, lake or dam, swamp or marsh, river, high buildings, tall
chimneys, steeples, spires, TV or radio masts, airfields, generating plant, factories, pits or other sites
with floodlights or other lighting.

l

To whom reported

.L-n: .e. S",-e.e:~ c..~’T"R.oi..I.L’l.

Police, military organisations, the press etc.
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UFO REPORTS

Name and Address of informant

N

Any background information on the informant that may be volunteered

o

Other witnesses

P

Date and Time of receipt of report

The details are to be telephoned immediately to AIS (Military), L TCC.
The completed
report is to be sent by the originating A TSU to the Ministry of Defence Sec
(AS).
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Focal Point

Room 306
Old War Office Building

Whitehall
LONDON
SWIA 2EU

28/09/2006
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BACKGROUND NOTE TO PQ 2117H
This PQ is one of 26 tabled by Martin Redmond about, directly or
indirectly, UFOs. Given the large number of questions and the
fact that the House prorogues on Thursday, there is insufficient
time to collect the information and assess the collective worth of
the replies.
It is suggested that Min(AF) writes to Mr Redmond
and an answer to this effect is attached.

Sec(AS)2 have already prov ded more detailed background to this
raft of PQs.

J~’

e
RUDLOE MANOR/FCF

PQ 2117H

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, what work is currently
undertaken at RAF Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the
last 10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last
10 years; and if he will make a statement.
PQ 2130H
To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, if a lodger unit housed
within his Department’s Flying Complaints Flight specialises in
unidentified flying object investigations; and if he will make a
statement.
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!l~lIrch has been conducled on behatf

(3)\.

....
of hi!;
by th/ll.l\ational poisons infonmuion service
PiotQparrmCn!
the nuses or O~lf war syndrome.

Mr.S R

Mr. SOAlt’l9$: I \\’iI! write to the hon. Member find
copy .of the IOller will be placed in tile Library of thea

.

will wlile to the hon. Members 4I’Id
<:opy ot the leucr \\’111 be pl~cedjl’l’the Librar)" of tbe

~t8te

l\larrled Quarters
Mr,SpelJatl To lisk the Secretar)’ ofSIRIO for Defence
what are the :locations or Ihe 1101l$ S from the married
quaners
that ha\’c been released to
Homes for il’$ted ate use .by the prh’81c sector.Arrington
(.10931)
Mr. Arbuthn h I will writ to the hon. Membor and
a cop>, of the letter will be pl$ced in the
Libmry of the
I~ou&e,

HCtllse.

Mr,

e~tate

~Ic:bolns Pope

Mr, Redmond: To ask the SeCretary ofSta,tc for
to Wh4\tpQliI Mr. Nicholns
Denmc~
b)’ hill [)~pllrlnlCnt t1er his lOur or Pope was ~ppolnted

duty with Secret8liat
IAirSta(1) D~parln\el\t 2A: Rnd if he will make

pronlotion two

branch.

[~09.2O]

RAF Rudloe Manor
Mr, Redll1on4: To ask the Secretary of Stllte ’for
Defence what work is currently Undertaken
RAP
Rudloc ManQJ; what work W"s \1n(fc::naken In at
tbe
last
JO years: wh t Was. by rank. the t$tablb:hl’l\ent for the Jut,
10 years; and if he will n}ake a statement.
(40823)
Mr. Soames: J will write to the hon. Member and a
will be placed in the Library of the
cop)’ ’of the letter
’
JiOLl~Q,

Mr. Nirholas Pope’ waspo$ted on

)’ itrs 8g0 to a

general finance pOlicy

Ul’l1ll1unNJpped SJICUS

Pr, J)8\’ld Clark: To usk th~ Secrelary or State for
Defe-nce
whnl
he
made of the current risk
posed civilians f!’Om exploded depleted
IISSCSSt)ICnI

hilS

10

..hells in Kuwait.

1091’

14129~1 Hou~e.

,

I SI J

"ttltenlent.
Mr. SDamUt

no,llICIf Ansu’tr,

uranium-tipped

J>efencc Intelligence Branches .
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence (J) what the Current function of DJ5S S10:
what was its function (a]five years and (b)10 years ago;
and jf howill make It stalcmcnt:

{4J 101}
M)’ Department has conducted no

l\’fr. Arbuthnot:
!’orm.,1
8sessn~ent of the risks to civilinns from exploded
Jepteted

i~

,

ufllnlunHipped ammunition in Kuwah.

Dr. Clark: To nsk.the Secretary of Slate fOf Defonce

l\~r.SoRmes: Depleted uraniumh;u; a \’ery low level
,f r dJoa ti.Vil)’ and
the. ri.sk$ aUQohccJ to the handling of

Jepleteduranium ammunition are minimal.

r.C.nrk.’l’

Sc retaryof $tiltc for Defence
.vhat tts$essment hesk.nstl1(:.made
of the J 991 Atomic );:ne.rSY

-\ulhorily
report onindu$trial technology conceming the
of oXJ1Osure to explocltd depleted uranium-tipped

’isk
.hells,

(41040]

PI~ .nd

(2)what is the current function of
; what was its
function ((I)five years and (11) 10YON’S ago; if he will
.
make a statement;
(41038)
(3)wbat is the current function of D15S: what was its
fun~tion (a)five years Rl1d (b)10 YOPrs ago;and if he will
make II !it8teI1\Cnt:
141041)
(4)What is the currtnt function of 1>16IE: what was hs
function (0)five ycars and ( b) 10 years agOj and If lie will
make a statement;
1410)7j
(S)what la
unent function of PI10: what was it,
function (D)fiye years and (b)J 0 years ngo; and if he will
mo)::e 8 statement.
(41039)
Mr. Soamcs: ) will write to the hon,
Rnd a
copy of (M!EIUer will be placed in Library of the
House.

( hewillml\kc a sU\lement concerning the risk to soldiers
,r handlinsdepletcd
uranium-tipped shells.
[4l1ooj
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141102j

Mr.SOames: I l’efer the hOIl. Member to,lhe lenel’sent
.Y)crenCe
m,y n bl" Frlen4 Under-SeoretAry of Statl;: for
to Ihe hon,
the’

Member-.

Iv1ember for Btaennu

Mr. S1111th)(111 7 Augusl 1996, a copy of which hasGwent
the.
been
’laced In 1he Library of the House,
Dr. Clark: To :tilt the Secretary of Stale far’Defence
UnldcJltlf1ed FJYlng Objects
iQ\V many depJe\ed uranIum-tipped shells were
fired by
’fo ask the Secr lary of Slate for
Mr,
Iritlsh ,forces dutlns tho Gulf ,warj and
aS8CtiSm~nt Defence
what
(1) consultation has taken place in each of
C hils mode of tbe nun~bcr of exploded shells relnaining
Ihl:: last five year!! by fils Department Wilh the Fl’ench
:\ Kuwait.
(.’10991 Ministry
of D ence Centl’e National d’Etude,’ Spati les
Mr. Sonmcs: al’itish forces fired Some 88 depleted , in respect or unidentified flying
objects; and if he will
I’anlum sMH9 durins the Oult conflict. Ministry of rnakeutatefflent;
[410481
)efen has made no assessment of the nun’ber of
if
a
(2)
unit
Jodger
v.ithin
boused
his
Department’s
~plodcdshetl$ rentajni~ in Kuwait. at wo ju(!ge the risk ’PlyIng ComplaInts
flight ~pccla1lses In unidentified nying
h nwn health posed byDU rounds to be negligible:. It object investIS tjOn~:
and if he will make a lit.temont;
Iikely,l!1Ough, Ibal IIllU’ge proportion of,the 88 shells
’

. . .hat

Redm~nd:
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,’as expended (n Irnq nuher

.han Kuwait,

Mr. Llc" Smltb: TO ask the Secretary of State, for
)c(CnCO whnt studies have boen condu tcd by his
’~partn1ent into ihc nephrotoxicity or the inhalation of
I’IInium pullcles,
(412961
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many records CUI’rOiltJy held
hb
Department’s Scientific’lntelligence BraDch arobyunder
extended closure for (a)50
(11)15 years and (t)JOO
}’ears: how
of .netlo fecol’ds fetcr 10 unidentified
flying objects: land if ho wiU make statement: 1409111
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ANNEX A TO
D/SEC(AS)~,
/64/4
DATED
OCT 96
,.

DRAFT REPLY FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/

October 1996

I am writing as promised in my answers of 17 October to your
questions (Official Report, col 1092, copy attached) about the
functions of a number of Defence Intelligence branches.
It has been the policy of successive Governments not to provide
information on the functions of individual intelligence branches
when this discloses the more recent nature of their duties.

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the
Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP
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1091
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Written Answers

17 OCTOBER 1996

House.

Mr. Soames: I will write

to the hon. Members and a
will
be
in the Library of the
letter
the
of
placed
copy
House.

Married Quarters Estate
Mr. SpeHar: To ask the Secreta."’ of State for Defence
what are the locations of the houses from the married
quarters. estate that have been released to Arrington

Homes for immediate use by the private sector. [4093]]
Mr. Arbuthnot: I will write to the hon. Member and
a copy of the lener will be placed in the Library of the
House.

I\lr. Nicholas Pope

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence to what post Mr. :\icholas Pope was appointed
by his Department after his tour of duty with Secretariat
(Air Staff) Department 2:\: and if he will make a

RAF Rudloe Manor

[40920]

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence what work is currently undertaken at RAF
Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last
10 years; what was, by rank, the establishment for the last
10 years; and if he will make a statement.
[40823J
Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a
copy of the lener will be placed in the Library of the
House.

Mr. Soames: Mr. Nicholas Pope was posted on
promotion two years ago to a general finance policy
branch.

Uranium-tipped Shells
Dr. Da\id Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence what assessment he has made of the current risk
posed to civilians from exploded depleted uranium-tipped
[41101]
shells in Kuwait.

Mr. Arbuthnot: My Department has conducted no
fonnal assessment of the risks to civilians from exploded
depleted uranium-tipped ammunition in Kuwait.

I

To ask the Secret~ of Stat~ for Defe?ce
~Iark:
make a stateme~t con~emmg the nsk to soldIers
\\"11~
/_
of handlIng depleted uramum-tJpped shells.

.

Dr.

Jfhe

[41100]

I

I
:

Ii

Defence Intelligence Branches
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence (1) what is the current function of DI55 SIG:
what was its function (a)five years and (b)JO years ago:
and if he will make a statement;
[41040J
(2)what is the current function of DI65B; what was its
function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago; and if he will

make a statement;

[41038]

Mr. Soames: Depleted uranium has a very low level
(3)what is the current function of DI55; what was its
of radioactivity and the risks attached to the handling of / function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago; and if he will
depleted uranium ammunition are minimal.
make a statement;
[41041]
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence
(4)what is the current function of DI61E; what was its
what assessment he has made of the 1991 Atomic Energy I function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago; and if he will
Authority report on industrial technology concerning the
make a statement;
[41037J
risk of exposure to exploded depleted uranium-tipped
of DI10; What
what is the

-

shells.

[41102]

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the letter sent
I

;

1092.

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a
copy of the lener will be placed in the Library of the

(3)what research has been conducted on behalf of his
Department by the national poisons infonnation service
[41292]
into the causes of Gulf war syndrome.

statement.

Written Answers

.

current function
was its
(5)
/ function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago; and if he will

make a

statement.

[41039]

by my noble Friend the Under-Secretary of State for
Defence to the hon. Member for Blaenau Gwent
(Mr.Smith) on 7 August 1996. a copy of which has been
placed in the Library of the House.

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a
copy of the lett r will be placed in the Library of the

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence
how many depleted uranium-tipped shells were fired by
British forces during the Gulf war; and what assessment
he has made of the number of exploded shells remaining
in Kuwait.
[41099]

Unidentified Fl)’ing Objects
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence (1)what consultation has taken place in each of
the last five years by his Department with the French
Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
in’ respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will
make a statement;
[41048]
(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s
Flying Complaints Flight specialises in unidentifie flying
object investigations.; and if he will make a statement;

Mr. Soames: British forces fired some 88 depleted
uranium shells during the Gulf conflict. The Ministrv of
Defence has made -no assessment of the numbe; of
exploded shells remaining in Kuwait, as we judge the risk
to human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible. It
is likely, though. that a large proportion of the 88 shells
was expended in Iraq rather than Kuwait.

House.

[41036]

(3) how many records currently held by his

Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretarv of State for

Department’s Scientific Inte}ligence Branch are under

Defence what studies have been conducted by his
Department into the nephrotoxicity of the inhalation of
uranium particles.
[41296]

extended closure for (a)50 years, (b)75 years and (c)100
years; how many of these records refer to unidentified
flying objects; and if he will make a statement; [40911]
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ANNEX B TO
D/SEC(AS)
/64/4
"
""
DATED
OCT 96
.

DRAFT LETTER FROM MINISTER(AF) TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/Min(AF)/

October 1996

I said I would write to you in response to your recent
Parliamentary Question (Official Report, 17 October, Col. 1092,
copy attached).
RAF Rudloe Manor consists of a parent unit and five lodger units:

-

No 1 Signals Unit
providing voice and data communications
for MOD, RN, Army and RAF establishments throughout the
country.

Detachment of 1001 Signals Unit - operating the UK military
communications satell te system. No 1001 SU comprises
several sites, one of which is located at RAF Rudloe Manor.

-

Headquarters Provost and Security Services (UK) a RAF unit
commanding the six geographical P&SS Regions within the UK.
Headquarters Provost and Security Services (Western Region) providing specialist Police and Security support to all RAF
establishments within the West Midlands, the West Country and
South and Mid Wales.

-

Controller Defence Communications Network
a tri-service
unit controlling world wide defence communications.

Rudloe Manor also has a parenting responsibility for Bristol
University Air Squadron and No 3 Air ExperIence Flight, which
operate from the airfield at Colerne.

B-1

"t

e
The role of the station over the last 10 years has not_varied,
although some of the lodger units have changed:

a.

No 1001 Detachment formed in Oct 91.

b.

No 1 SU came into existence in Apr 93, forming from a
staff organisation which originally arrived in Nov 85.

c.

HQ P&SS(WR) formed in Apr 93, and HQ P&SS (Southern
Region), which was then at RAF Rudloe Manor, moved to RAF
Halton in 1995.

d.

No 6 SU, a message switching unit, closed in

Oct 94.

Information on the establishment of the Station is not available
for security reasons in th form requested. However, I can tell
you that it comprises 557 Service and 225 civilian personnel.

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the
Library of the House.

THE HON NICHOLAS SOAMES

Martin Redmond Esq. MP

B-2
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Written Answers

17 OcrOBER 1996

Written Answers

1092

(3)what research has been conducted on behalf of his
Department by the national poisons information service
[41292]
into the causes of Gulf war syndrome.

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the
House.

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Members and a
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the

Married Quarters Estate
Mr. SpeIlar: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence

House.

what are the locations of the houses from the married
quarters estate that have been released to Arrington
Homes for immediate use by the private sector. [40931]

Mr. ~icholas Pope

Mr. Redmond: To ask

the Secretary of State for
~jcholas Pope was appointed
Defence to what post
by his Department after his tour of duty with Secretariat
(Air Staff) Department 2A: and if he will make a
[40920]
statement.

Mr.

Mr. Soames:

Mr. Nicholas

Pope was posted on
promotion two years ago to a general finance policy
branch.

RAF Rudloe Manor
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence what work is currently undertaken at RAF
Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last
rank, the establishment for the last
10 years; and if he will make a statement.
[40823]
Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the
House.
] 0 years; what was, by

Uranium-tipped Shells
Dr. Da\id Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence what assessment he has made of the current risk
posed to civilians from exploded depleted uranium-tipped
[41101]
shells in Kuwait.

Mr. Arbuthnot: My Department has conducted no
formal assessment of the risks to civilians from exploded
depleted uranium-tipped ammunition in Kuwait.
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence
if he will make a statement concerning the risk to soldiers
of handling depleted uranium-tipped shells.
[41100]

Mr. Soames: Depleted uranium has a very low level
of radioactivity and the risks attached to the handling of
depleted uranium ammunition are minimal.
Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence
what assessment he has made of the 1991 Atomic Energy
Authority report on industrial technology concerning the
risk of exposure to exploded depleted uranium-tipped
shells.

Mr. Arbuthnot: I will write to the hon. Member and
a copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the
House.

[41102]

Defence Intelligence Branches
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence (1) what is the current function of DI55 SIG;
what was its function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago;
and if he will make a statement;
[41040]
(2)what is the current function of DI65B; what Was its
function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago; and if he will
make a statement;
[41038]
(3) what is the current function of DI55; what was its
function (a)five years and ( b) 10 years
he will
make a statement;
[41041]
(4)what is the current function of DI61E; what was its
function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago; and if he will
make a statement;
[41037]
(5)what is the current function of DIlO; What was its
function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago; and if he will

ago;.-ancr

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the letter sent
by my noble Friend the Under-Secretary of State for
Defence to the hon. Member for Blaenau Gwent
(Mr.Smith) on 7 August 1996. a copy of which has been
placed in the Library of the House.

make a statement.
[41039]
Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a
copy of the letter will be placed in the Library of the

Dr. Clark: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence
how many depleted uranium-tipped shells were fired by
British forces during the Gulf war; and what assessment
he has made of the humber of exploded sheJls remaining
in Kuwait.
[41099]

Unidentified Fl)ing Objects
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence (1)what consultation has taken place in each of
the last five years by his Department with the French
Ministry of Defence Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
in’respect of unidentified flying objects; and if he will
make a statement;
[41048]
(2) if a lodger unit housed within his Department’s
Flying Complaints Flight specialises.in unidentified flying
object investigatio s~and if he will make a statement;

Mr. Soames: British forces fired some 88 depleted
uranium shells during the Gulf conflict. The Ministry of
Defence has made no assessment of the number of
exploded shells remaining in Kuwait. as we judge the risk
to human health posed by DU rounds to be negligible. It
is likely, though, that a large proportion of the 88 sheJls
was expended in Iraq rather than Kuwait.

House.

[41036]

(3) how many records currently held by his

Mr. LIew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for

Department"s Scientific Intelligence Branch are under

Defence what studies have been conducted by his
Department into the nephrotoxicity of the inhalation of
uranium particles.
[41296]

extended closure for (a)50 years, (b)75 years and (e)]00
years; how many of these records refer to unidentified
flying objects; and if he wiJI make a statement; [40911]
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DATED

DRAFT LETTER FROM US of S TO MARTIN REDMOND MP

D/UsofS)/

October 1996

In response to a number of Questions you recently asked about

’UFO’ matters (Official Report, cols 1092-1093 and 1095, copies
attached) Nicholas Soames said that he would be writing to you.

I

am, however, replying as the Minister responsible for these
issues. A full list of the Questions is attached at Annex. I
have added a separate number sequence from one to fifteen and use
this in the following paragraphs for ease of reference and

clarification.

The MOD’s interest in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena

(Question 1) is limited to whether the UK Air Defence Region might
have been compromised. Unless there is any evidence that this is
the case, and to date no sighting has provided such evidence, we
do not investigate further or seek to provide an explanation for

what might have been observed. We have no expertise or role with
respect to ’UFO/flying saucer’ matters and, so far as the

existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms is concerned,
we remain open minded but know of nothing that proves they exist.
Our policy in this respect has not changed during the last thirty

years.

RAF Standing Instructions (Question 2) require all RAF
Station Commanders to forward reports of all ’UFO’ sightings

,

.

whether made by members of the public or on-duty service personnel
to the Secretariat (Air Staff), Branch 2a. Sec(AS)2a look at all

’UFO’ sighting reports (Question 3) whether military or civilian
reported. Reports are assessed in consultation with other MOD
branches as required to determine whether there is any defence
interest in what has been reported.

Over the last twelve months

there has been one instance of an on-duty member of the services
reporting an ’unexplained’ aerial sighting, and this was not

judged to be of any significance.

We have no evidence (Question 4) that any structured craft of
unknown origin has penetrated the UK’s Air Defence Region. I am

unable to provide the information you seek about reports of
alleged landings (Question 5) since records are maintained only of
’UFO’ sighting reports which
not broken down further into

ar~

specific categories.

You ask at Questions 2a, 2b and 6-12 about collaboration and
consultation with a number of foreign governments. My Department
has regular discussions with a number of countries on a wide
range
of topics of mutual interest but such discussions have not

extended to ’UFO/flying saucer’ issues or the existence or
otherwise of extraterrestrial life forms.

I can confirm (Question 13) that my Department’s Scientific
Intelligence Branch holds no records under extended closure for
any periOd in excess of 30 years.

So far as the

nformation

sought at Question 14 is concerned, the PRO has confirmed that the
class list giving details of preserved records is available to
researchers at Kew.

.

.

-

)~
Finally, I can also confirm (Question 15) that there is no
unit within the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF) based at RAF Rudloe
Manor (or anywhere else) specialising in investigations into
unidentified flying objects. I should add that despite continuing
misunderstandings about the role of RAF Rudloe Manor in alleged
’UFO’ investigations, the station is not and never has been
involved in this way.

I shall arrange for a copy of this letter to be placed in the
Library of the House. ’

The Earl Howe

Martin Redmond MP

"
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Cnidentified flying Objeets
Mr, Redmond: To ask the
Defence (1)what consultation hasSecretary of State for
taken place in each of
the last five years by his
Department with the French
Ministry of Defe::tce Centre ~ational d’Etudes
SpatiaJes
in’ respect of
unidentified rlying objects: and if he will
make

what consultation has taken place
II.five(4)years
in each of the last
by his

Department with
air force in respect of unidentir ed the Royal Australian
flying objects: and if
he will make a statement;

[41Q.l:;

0-l8]

a stateme::tt:
I
(2) if a lodger unit housed within
Flying Complaims Right specialises in his Department’s
object investigations: and if he will unidentified t1ying
make a statement:

what consultation has taken place
1. five(5)years
in each of the last
by his Department with

(3) how many records currently held
by his
Department’s Scientific InrelJigence
extended closure for (a)50 years. 75Branch are under
Ib)
years; how many of these records referyears and (c) 100
to unidenrified
flying objects: and if he will make a
statement:

(6) if he wiIJ make statement on
policy towards unidentified Hying objectshis Department’s
and on how this
has developed during the past 30
years;
[40913]
(7).what co-operation there is between the
Royal
Force and the United States air
force in respect of
establishing the facts relating to
unidentified flying
objects; and if he wiIJ make a statement;
[~0918]
(8)how many alleged landings by
objects have been recorded in each unidentified flying
year since 1980 and
this year to date: how many have
been investigated by his
Department’s personnel; which of these had been
traced
by radar and with what result; and if he
wilJ
make
a
statement;

[.1

15..

of Defence’s intelligence section the Spanish Ministry
of
air operations command in respect the Spanish air forces
of unidentified flying
objects: and if he wilJ make a statement;

[~1036J L

\"?,.

Written Answers

(41050)

b.

[4091 I)

5..

~.

:~.ir

[409:]J

(9)what consultation has taken
in each of the last
five years by his Departmem withplace
the Italian Ministry of
Defence air force general sta f (2.
Department) in respect
of unidentified flying objects; and
if he will make a
statement;
[41049]

2.

1095

14-

12.

Written Answers

.\Ir. l’iicholas Redfern
Mr. Redmond: To ask

the
of State for
Defence if he wiH list the titlesSecretary
of the records of the
Ministrv of Defence’s scientific inrell
nce branch in
respect -of correspondence’sem to \fr.
Redfern
by the Public Record Office, Kew on 21 September
1990.

9.

~icholas

Mr. Soames: I will write

(10) what instructions have been
commanders of Royal Air Force stations to sent to the
collect reports
from air crews having allegedly
sighted
unidentified
tlying objects; what inquiries have been
held following
such sightings: to what extem there has
been col1aboration
between his Departmem and departments
in ra) Canada
and (b)the United States of :\merica
on
this
problem: and
if he will make a statement;
[~09I 7]
(I 1) what consultation has taken place
in each of the
last five years by his Department
with
Zealand’s
\finistry of Defence in respect of unidentified
tlying
objects: and if he will make a statemem:
(12) what consultation has taken
last five years by his Department place in each of the
with
\1inistry of Defence’s joint staff of thethe Portuguese
armed forces
intel1igence division in respect of
unidentified
flying
objects: and if he will make a statement:
[~I0511
(13)how many instances of unidemir
ed flying objects
have been reported on by the
defence services of the
Cnited Kingdom during, the last
12 months: what steps
are taken to co-ordinate such
observations:
and if he wi11
make a statement:

\-fember

[40889]

~ew

[~IQ.l3J

3.

to hon.
and a copy
of the letter will be placed in the
Library in the House.

4-

[~0910J

(14) if he will ’l!s.t by year for the last
30 years how
many structured craft of unkr’ own
origin
have
penetrated
the United Kingdom’s air
defence region: and if he wi11
make a statement.

[J.Q919]

Mr. Soames: I wiU write to the
copy of the leTter wiU be placed inhon. Member and a
the Library of the
House.

,JI

.",

e
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Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr.Hanley), shall write to the
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed
in the Libraries of the House.
Unidentified Fl}ing Objects
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (1)what consultation
has taken place in each of the last five years by his
Department with the French Service de Documentation
Exterieur et de Contre-Espionnage in respect of
unidentified flying objects; and if he will make a

statement;

[40970]

(2)if he will list by month for each of the last 10 years,
and this year to date, the number of occasions that MI6
has monitored unidentified flying objects investigations;
and if he will make a statement;
[40981]
if
he
will
list by month for each of the last 10 years
(3)
and this year to date the number of occasions on which the
Government Communications headquarters has monitored
unidentified flying object investigations; and if he will

Written Answers
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Government Communications headquarters-National
Security Agency agreement; and if he will make a

statement.

[40972]

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr.Hanley), shall write to the
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed
in the Libraries of the House.
Nuclear Weapons
Mr. Austin Mitchell: To ask the Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what assessment he
has made of the implications for United Kingdom policy
on the use of nuclear weapons of the decision of the
International Court of Justice on nuclear weapons.
[41224]

Mr. David Davis: I shall write

to the hon. Member
shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed in the Libraries
of the House.

Combined Heat and Power

make a statement.
[40922]
Mr. David Davis: I shall write to the hon. Member
shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed in the Libraries

Mr. Battle: To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs what capacity of electricity
used in his Department’s buildings is generated in a
combined heat and power plant; and what plans he has to
increase that capacity.
[41321]

Consultants

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the 1t!ember
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr.Hanley), shall write to the
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed
in the Libraries of the House.

of the House.

I\-1iJburn:

Mr.
To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign
and Commonwealth Affairs what are his latest estimates
of the expenditure on all external consultants, including
management consultants, for each year since 1992, in
1996 prices, for his Department and its agencies; and what
are the quantified annual cost savings which such
expenditure has resulted in.
[41178]

.

’>’ D

Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs Office, my right hon. Friend the
Member for Richmond and Barnes (Mr. Hanley), shall
write to the hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will
be placed in the Libraries of the House.
New Buildings and Premises

Mrs. Bridget Prentice: To ask the Secretary of State
for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs what was the total

expenditure on new buildings and premises by his
Department and its agencic;:s; and if he will indicate the
square footage of new office space purchased or newly
Tented in each of the last five years.
[41144]
Dr. Liam Fox: The Minister of State, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, my right hon. Friend the Member
for Richmond and Barnes (Mr.Hanley), shall write to the
hon. Member shortly. Copies of the letter will be placed
in the Libraries of the House.
Telephone Interceptions

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs if he will list for each
of the last 12 months the number of (a)interceptions and
(b) monitorings of telephone calls (i) entering or
(ii) leaving the United Kingdom, through the joint
.\62 CWI45.P_~GIlIO

DEFENCE
Religious Discrimination (Caterick Camp)

Mr. Gabraith: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence what reports he has received of religious
discrimination at Catterick camp during June and July;
and if he will make a statement.
[40766J

Mr. Soames: There have been no reported incidents of
religious discrimination at Catterick Camp during June
and July. However, we treat any allegations of
discrimination extremely seriously and if the hon.
Member can provide any information which suggests that
religious discrimination has taken place at Catterick Camp
it will, of course, be fully investigated.
Suicides

Mr. Galbraith: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence pursuant to his_answer of 16 May to the hon.
Member for South Shields (Dr_ Clark), Official Report,
column 559, if n will break down the number of suicides
in the armed forces by (a}-year and (h)service for each
year since
[40767]

1991.

Mr. Soames: Since January 199I the total number of
service personnel who have been confirmed as

committing suicide is 130, which is broken down as
follows:

.
.

.

..

.

.

BACKGROUND NOTE

-

PQSI_

21058,
,_.

21108, 21138, 21208, 21228
..

.

These are six of 26 PQs on UFO issues raised by Martin Redmond. In
vi’ew of this number Sec(AS) w.ish to cQordinate a look: at the
t:ollectiveworth of what might be said<in reply from MOD and other
departITIents. These six questions, aimed at the intelligence role
in UFO reporting, ask for information on organisational details of
the DIS which are classified, and its UFO intelligence exchanges
with allies which are non~existe)1t. We will be unable to divulge
any detailed organisational information but should be able to make
a general contribution to a reply coordinated by Sec(AS) which
will also address the non-intelligence aspects.

.

RAF Rudloe Manor
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence what work is currently
undertaken at RAF Rudloe Manor; what work was undertaken in the last 10 years;
what was, by rank, the establishmeJ?t for the last 1 0 years; and ifhe will make a

2fr 7 H

statement. [40823]

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy ofthe letter will be placed in
the Library ofthe House.

Defence Intelligence Branches
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence (1)what is the current
2
function ofDI55 SIG; what was its function (a)five years and (b)10 years ago; and if
he will make a statement; [41040]
(2)what is the current function ofDI65B; what was its function (a)five years and (b)10 years
ago; and if he will make a statement; [41038]

(3)what is the current function ofDI55; what was its function (a)five years
and (b)10 years ago; and if he will make a statement; [41041]

(4)what is the current function ofDI61E; what was its function (a)five years
and (b)10 years ago; and ifhe will make a statement; [41037]

(5)what is the current function ofDIlO; what was its function (a)five years
and (b)10 years ago; and ifhe will make a statement. [41039]

Mr. Soames: I will write to the hon. Member and a copy ofthe letter will be placed in
the Library ofthe House.
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Unidentified Flying Objects
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Prime Minister ifhe will allocate to a department the
assessments ofthe non-air defence implications associated with unidentified flying
objects; and ifhe will make a statement. [40822]

The Prime Minister: The air defence and air traffic implications of unidentified
flying objects are the responsibility ofthe Ministry of Defence and the Civil Aviation
Authority respectively. The Government have no plans to allocate resources to
researching extraterrestrial phenomena.
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BACKGROUND

1. This PQ is one of 26 for answer before the House prorogues
from Martin Redmond about ’UFO’ related issues (22 for answer by
MOD and 3 for FCO reply). However, in view of the overall amount
of detail (including that
to the Intelligence Services)
that th MP is seeking, we consider it prudent to assess the
collective worth"of what might be said in reply rather than answer
each question in isolation. We shall therefore delay replying
substantively in order to do so. That said, we considered the
Prime Minister would wish to provide a full reply to Mr Redmond
and believe this can be done without detriment to the replies for
the other 25 Questions. However, MOD dHd
will provide
interim, ’I will write’, answers for their Questions.

relat~ng

WP~

2. The draft answer provided for the Prime MiniBter does not
address the issue of civil rese rch~into th s topic. It does,
instead, answer the Question in so far as we believe the
Government’s position to be. Neither the MOD nor the Cabinet
Office are aware of any other Government interest-in ’UFOs’ or,
indeed of any research into the ’UFO’ phenomenon. We have copied
the reply to the Cabinet Office Scientific Adviser.

3. MOD’s interest in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena is limited to
that required solely to establish whether there is any evidence
that the UK Air Defence Region might have been compromised by a
hostile foreign military
ft. Unless there is any evidence
that this is the case, and to date no sighting has provided such
evidence, the MOD does not make any further investigations or seek
to provide an explanation for what was observed. We have no
interest (and neither does any other Government Department),
expertise or role with respect to ’UFO/flying saucer’ matters or
the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial
lifeforms, about which we remain open minded, and we know of no
- evidence that proves these phenomena exist

airc~

-

.

~

-.

4. In May this year an MOD employee, Mr Nicholas Pope, who had
previously served in the Air Staffs Secretariat, published a book
on the ’UFO’ phenomenon ’Open Skies, Closed Minds’ (copy of book
jacket attached). Media and public interest in ’UFO’ .issues has

increased since that time including a number of TV programmes. It
is quite possible that Martin Redmond has been lobbied into
tabling this raft of questions by a member of the public with an
interest in such matters, which follow ten questions he tabled on
’UFO’ matters between May and July this year.
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PQ 2136H

Lead:
Copy:

~
Sec(AS)

Lead: Duchy of Lancaster ?1??????????
Copy: CS(Records Management)!

To ask the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, if he will list
titles of the records of the Ministry of Defence’s Scientific
Intelligence Branch in respect of correspondence sent to Mr
Nicholas Redfern by the Public Record Office, Kew on 21st

’the

September 1990.
PQ 2142H

Lead:
Copy:

Sec(AS)2

Copy: DAO

-

To ask the Secretary of State for Defence, how many alleged
landings by unidentified flying objects have been recorded in each"
and this year to date; how many have been
year since
investigated-by his Department’s personnel; which of these had
been traced by ’radar and with what result; and if he will make a

1~0

statement.
FCO PQs

To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs, what consultation has taken place in each of the last
five years by his Department with French Service de Documentation
Exterieur et de Contre-Espionnage in respect of unidentified
flying objects; and if he will make a statement.

To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth
Affairs, if he will list by month for each of the last 10 years,
and this year to ate, the,number of occasions that MI6 has
monitored unidentified flying objects investigations; and if he _,’
will make a statement.
"

.~

(J
//
Unidentified Craft
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence (1)what is his
/ q<iLf
Department’s assessment ofthe incident that occurred on 5 November 1990 when a
patrol ofRAF Tornado aircraft flying over the North sea were overtaken at high speed
by an unidentified craft; and ifhe will make a statement; [39245]
(2)ifhe will make a statement on the unidentified flying object sighting reported to his
Department by the meteorological officer at RAF Shawbury in the early hours of 31 March
1993. [39246]

I ’1’3’1 H

H

~?"if

1:::7)

Mr. Soames: Reports of sightings on these dates are recorded on file and were
examined by staffresponsible for air defence matters. No firm conclusions were
drawn about the nature ofthe phenomena reported but the events were not judged to
be of defence significance.

’20 Mr.Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence what assessment his

Department made ofthe photograph of an unidentified craft at Calvine on 4 August lCt H
1990; who removed it from an office in secretariat (air staff) 2a; for what reasons; and E?4177
ifhe will make a statement. [39248]
Mr. Soames:A number ofnegatives associated with the sighting were examined by
staffresponsible for air defence matters. Since it was judged that they contained
nothing ofdefence significance the negatives were not retained and we have no record
of any photographs having been taken from them.
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BACKGROUND

PQs 19898. 19948

1. Mr Redmond has asked a large number of questions about military
aviation issues over the years. He recently tabled four PQs about
unidentified flying objects prompted, we believe, by the recent
publication of a book on the subject by a former member ’of Sec(AS).
The MP has tabled a further six questions on the subject of "UFOs"
for answer before the Parliamentary recess. The two incidents to
which he refers are specificially cited in this publication.

2. The sighting on 31 March 1993 was one of a number reported from,
the West Country and South Wales that day. These were examined in the
usual manner and included a check with the US authorities about
Stealth aircraft activities, which revealed nothing. The report by .~
Tornado aircrew on 5 November 1990 suggested that they may have seen
a Stealth aircraft, but there is no evidence on the file of any
follow-up action. The report would have been shown to air defence
experts, if the nQrmal procedures were followed, and it may therefore
be assumed that nothing of defenc~ significance was inferred from the

report.

137
,.___-

,1

’,"AJilirportant report came in from a military patrol guarding

Wolverhampton in the West Midlands. This
R.~osford near unidentified
craft in any British airspace was

was dynamite. An
threatening enough, but over a high security military establishment? There was better to come. One of the sightings in
Wales was from a man with vast experience of aviation and
mathematics. He had watched the object flying low over the coast
near Haverfordwest in Pembrokeshire and had timed its passage
between two points on the shoreline whose distance from each
other he knew. From that information he was able to calculate
its speed at that point to be about 1,lOOmph an hour the same,
at that moment at least as the top speed of an F -16.
In Rugeley, Staffordshire, five members f the same family saw
a huge diamond-shaped object flying steadily over their heads.
They estimated its height at less than 300m and the diameter of
the craft was about 200m. They also reported a low, humming
sound of the frequency you’d experience standing in front of
the speakers at a pop concert, feeling the sound waves passing
through your body. It wasn’t pleasant, but they decided to jump
in the car and follow it anyway. Either they lost the UFO, or it
lost them; either way, the chase was unsuccessful. They thought
it was going to land in a field beyond the road because it was
flying so low. They screeched to a halt by the gate, but when
they clambered 0ut, the craft had gone. They saw nothing
after that. They were disappointed, but perhaps they had had
.

-

from RAF Shawbury
in Shropshire, to the north of Shrewsbury. The meteorological
officer there saw the most astonishing sight ofthat whole amazing
night. An object in the sky, at first stationary, moved erratically
towards him at a speed of several hundred miles an hour. At
one point it fired a beam of light at the ground, which swept
the countryside from left to right, as though it were looking for
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,)something in the fields and hedgerows. The sighting was not a
\

second’s glimpse, but lasted for five minutes, long enough for
the witness to estimate the size of the craft to be about that of
a Jumbo jet. But as he and I knew, Jumbo jets don’t hover and
they don’t scan the countryside with searchlights. He heard the
same low frequency hum the family from Rugeley had heard.
What could I say to this man? He was a trained observer,
than I was. A
considerably more familiar with the night
patronising lecture on aircraft lights seen from unusual angles
seemed wholly out of place. On the phone r agreed with him
that there was only one conclusion: whatever he had seen was
unknown. What r didn’t discuss with him was the fear r felt at his
description of that probing beam searching the fields. It implied
intelligent occupants of the craft, and it also implied that they
Jllight be searching for what.is usually in the fields n a mild,
spring night - cattle.
r carried out my usual checks, looking for the explicable,
hunting for the mundane. I needed to cover my own back,
to be ready for the media deluge. What were the ministry’s
answers? There was no unusual civil or military aircraft activity
that night that came remotely close to fitting
that had
been seen. There were no weather balloons in the area of the
densest sightings and no unusual planetary activity, said the Royal
Observatory at Greeriwich
Then RAF Fylingdales came up with something. It confirmed
that debris from a Russian rocket, Cosmos 2238, had re-entered
Earth’s atmosphere that night and might just have been visible
from the .United Kingdom. So that was it, the doubters said,
orthodox science had triumphed again. But of course, it hadn’t.
A piece of re-entering space debris would burn up, like a meteor,
and produce a flaming trail which would last only seconds.
This couldn’t account for the five-minute sighting from RAF
Shawbury or the low hum heard there and in RugeleYi neither
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,Wb8t be seen flying low over the coast near Haverfordwest,
the debris didn’t come down anywhere near Britain;
neither can a piece of even the smallest space debris hover - it
falls with the speed dictated by gravity.

I took an unprecedented step and ordered a number of radar
tapes to be impounded and sent to me. As these tapes are usually
wiped for reuse, it was important to work fast. There were a
few returns which fitted the times and locations when sightings
were made and after several hours of scouring the standard
VHS videos I could isolate and identify.these. At first, the
results were disappointing. The blips faded in and out all
night, like ghosts in the morning light. RAF radar experts
explained these conventionally enough. Ground clutter, they
said, tall trees picked up now and again around one particular
radar head. But the frustration turned to fear: there were too
many visual sightings, and the reports were from witnesses too
trustworthy t ignore. Whatever it was that zigzagged Britain
on 30 and 31 March 1993, that probed our fields and raced our
cars, it was not picked up by radar. And consequently, with no
radar track to set the procedure in motion, we hadn’t even got
Was this the same triangle that had been
our aircraft into the
seen over Belgium three years earlier? And could it now evade
radar altogether?
Over the coming weeks I tried to find an explanation, but every
avenue led nowhere. Whatever it was had come and gone. It
the whole problem ’upstairs’. Frankly, I didn’t
was time to
hold out much hope that my bosses would listen. As I have
said, m hands-on approach and my firm views that we were
facing in UFOs a genuine phenomenon that needed serious and
urgent research had not met with popularity in Secretariat (Air
Staff). Subtlety was the key word, I felt. I drew up a carefully
constructed report ofthe 30-31 March sightings and sent it to my
head of division. I deliberately avoided the emotive word ’UFO’,

air.
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of prejudices, and opted instead for ’uncorrelated target’
and ’unknown craft’. Government bureaucracies are sometimes
accused of inventing jargon for the sake of it, but here I felt it
was necessary, it paid off. The report was passed up the chain
of command until it reached the assistant chief of the air staff

himself.
Simultaneously, I contacted the American embassy and asked
them whether an unusual prototype aircraft of American construction was operating over Britain and might explain the
various sightings. There had been rumours for months in
the corridors of power that an aircraft called Aurora, which
would make the Stealth bomber look like a Sopwith Pup, was
in production. There had been consistent denials everywhere,
however. A high-tech, radar-evading craft capable ofgreat speeds
and manoeuvrability, the sort of machine Clint Eastwood flies in
Firejx, belonged to fiction. Aurora, we were told, did not exist.
The Americans were as nonplussed as we and the Belgians were

by the sightings.
The assistant chief of the air staff noted my report - there was
little else he could do. By now I had tried aV possible lines of
inquiry. There were no other avenues left.
So the officiaFfihdings (mine)read: ’Type of craft - unknown;
origih of craft - unknown; motive of occupants unknown.’

And, although it appears nowhere in the official documentation,
I would have to add: ’Conclusion - unsatisfactory.’
The 30-31 March sightings brought about a marked change in
my own attitude. I would play no further part in bland platitudes
about UFOs being ’ofno defence significance’. I sensed that some
ofmy colleagues thought UFOs were only of defence significance
if they aimed laser beams at cities. But any craft, conventional or
otherwise, that can do what that triangle did is of extreme defence
significance in itself. Our radar couldn’t trace it, our jets wouldn’t
be able to catch We can all thank our God - or our lucky stars

it.
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’~ _whatever it was it was not, on that particular occasion,
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hostile.
Over and over again, I pondered the significance of the date.
The odds against such a phenomenon occurring coincidentally on
the same night three years apart are high. That suggests that the
date was not random, but was deliberately chosen and planned.
Furthermore, it was chosen by an intelligence fully familiar with
human frailties. Newspaper reports of incidents occurring that
night would run on 1 April, the day when every national and
many provincial papers carry an April Fool story. Who was
going to take these stories seriously? Predictably, only the UFO
community ran articles and asked questions, and followed up
as best they could. The public at large just smiled wryly over
their breakfast cereal. Isn’t this exactly the reaction an alien
force might hope to achieve by capitalising on a time when
the world is unreceptive, when everyone expects bizarre stories
and dismisses them out of hand? It was absolutely the best date
to choose to minimise the risk that any sightings might be taken
seriously.
And something else rang bells for me, too. It wasn’t just
the date, the precise three-year gap since Belgium, it was that
business of the Russian rocket re-entry. A similar re-entry had
happened on the same night as another dramatic sighting. But
it wasn’t over Belgium. It was here, near Woodbridge in Suffolk,
at a place called Rendlesham Forest.

R

endlesham lies between the Pjvers Deben and AIde, a
straggling tract of mixed deciduous and coniferous forest
framed by the joint RAFIUSAF airbase at Woodbridge and
the neighbouring military base at Bentwaters, three miles away
(curiously, a scene of UFO activity in 1956). Woodbridge was,
in the days of the Cold War, one of the busiest airfields in the
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BACKGROUND

PQ 1987H

1.

Mr Redmond has asked a large number of questions about
military aviation issues over the years. He recently tabled four
PQs about unidentified flying objects prompted, we believe, by the
recent publication of a book on the subject by a former member of
Sec(AS). The MP has tabled a further six questions on the subject
of "UFOs" for answer before the Parliamentary recess. The incident
to which he refers and the removal of a phQtograph of the "UFO"
are specificially cited in this publication.

2.

Details of the sighting and the associated photograph were
examined by officials, including photographic experts, and
revealed no evidence to indicate anything of defence significance.
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Unidentified Flying Craft

/

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence ifhe will list the reports of
encounters by Royal Air Force pilots with unidentified flying craft since 1966 which
have not been released to the public; on what grounds they have been retained; and if
he will make a statement. [2201]

Mr. Soames: The information could be provided only at disproportionate cost.
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BACKGROUND NOTE TO PQ 2299H

i~

one of two which follow 26 ’UFO’-related PQs tabled
This PQ
last month y Mr Redmond (22 to this Department, one to the Prime
Minister, and three to the FCO).

1.

2.

USofS will recall that in May this year a MOD employee, Mr
Nicholas Pope, who had previously served in the Air Staffs
on the ’UFO’ phenomenon ’Open Skies,
Secretariat, published a
Closed Minds’. Media and public interest in ’UFO’ issues has
increased since that time including a number of TV programmes. Mr
Redmond tabled ten ’UFO’-related questions between May and July this

boo~

year.

3.

Since the beginning of 1966 there have been approximately 9000
’UFO’ reports made to the Ministry of Defence. Once examined and
judged to have no defence significance, the reports are placed on
departmental files. Although the vast majority of ’UFO’ reports are
received from members of the public, separate records are not
maintained of the source of the reports, ego from on-duty service
personnel, police, members of the public etc. To establish how many
of the reports were made by military aircrew would require a paper
search of all the files since 1966.

4.

We are aware of one report by military aircrew on
5 November 1990, which suggested that they may have in fact seen a
Stealth aircraft, but there is no evidence on the file of any
follow-up action. The report would have been shown to air defence
experts, if the normal procedures were followed, and it may
therefore be assumed that nothing of defence significance was
inferred from the report.

5.

We have considered whether to expand the answer in order to
that the Department holds a large number of
avoid any impression
’.i
reports from military aircrew, but on balance, have not done so.
There is no evidence that any structured craft of unknown origin has
penetrated the UK’s Air Defence Region and Mr Redmond is well aware
of this fact (copy of recent PQ answer attached).
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Nicholas Soames undertook to write to you in his reply to
your recent Parlia~entary Questions about UFOs. (Official Report,
cols 1092-1093 and 1095, copies attached). I alli replying as this
matter falls within my area of responsibility.

inte~es~

The MOD’s
in ’unexplained’ aerial phenomena
(Question 1) is li~ited to whether the UK Air Defence Reaion mlan~
have been compromised. Unless there is any evidence that this Is
the case, and to da~e no sighting has provided such evidence, we
do not investiaate fu~ther or seek to Drovide an eXDlanation for
what might
been observed. We
no
or role with
respect to ’UFO/flying saucer’ matters and, so
as the
existence or othe~wise of extraterrestrial lifefo~ms is concerned,
we remain open minded but know of nothing that proves they exist.
Our policy in this respect has not changed during the last thirty
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years.
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StandinG Instructions (Question 2) reauire all
Station
to forward reports of all ’ FO’ sightings
whether made by members of the public or on-duty Se~vice personnel
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PQ 23388

1.

This PQ is one of five which have been tabled by Martin
Redmond for answer this week, on ’UFO’-related issues.
Since the
House returned from the summer recess this brings the total of
Martin Redmond PQs on ’UFO’-related issues to 33.

2.

A copy of the answer given to the previous question (24 July)
is attached at Annex A. The incidents giving rise to the
uncorrelated radar tracks mentioned in that answer occurred on
2 Aug and 6 Sep 91. The radar tracks were subsequently identified
by interception as Russian maritime patrol aircraft which had
penetrated the UK Air Defence Region and which were thought to
have been monitoring Exercise Northern Star, a NATO maritime
exercise taking place at the time.

3.

,-

The guestion asks for details of similar incidents from 1979
onwards. Central file records only exist for the last five years.
It might be possible to obtain some information for the period
from 1979 by initiating a trawl-of local records (Forms 540) held
by RAF stations with air defence responsibilities. Forms 540 are
raised by all RAF stations for historical purposes to record
noteworthy events of significance to the station, but not
specifically those of an operational nature. It would involve a
manual search by each station for the 17 year period since the
records are not held in a readily available form. The answer to
the last part of the MP’s question could not therefore be provided
without disproportionate cost and effort and the reply reflects
this line.
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Plutonium

,

Defence if the United States Government have since 1966
Uniteq-Kingdom to provide reactor grade
plutonium for the p rpose of conducting a nuclear test
explosion under the provisions of the US-UK mutual
defence agreement on atomic energy co-operation.[38500]

;requested the

Mr. Arbuthnot: No such requests have been made by
the United States.

Mr. David Shaw: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence if he will make a statement on the impact of
(a) his policies and (b) the work of his Department in
helping smal1 businesses in the last 12 months as
against the previous 12 months; and if he will publish
the performance indicators by which his Department
monitors the impact and the statistical results of such

Uncorrelated Radar Tracks (Investigations)

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence on how many occasions RAF aircraft have been
(a) scrambled and (b) diverted from task to investigate
uncorrelated targets picked up on radar; and if he will
make a

[39141]

to help them by providing sound economic conditionskeeping inflation and interest rates low; reducing
legislative administrative and taxation burdens; and where
appropriate provide direct assistance in the form of
sp cialist advice and support and easing access to finance.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the. Secretary of State for
Defenc (1) what is his Department’s assessment of the
incident that occurred on 5 November 1990 when a patrol
of RA.F Tornado aircraft flying over the North sea were
overtaken at high speed by an unidentified craft; and if he
will make a statement;
[39245]

~,ly

(2) if he will make a statement on the unidentified
flying object sighting reponed to his Department by the
meteorological officer at RAF Shawbury in the early
hours of 31 March 1993.
(39246]

The Defence Suppliers Service ’assists companies,
including small businesses, in making contact with
approp.riate contracts branches. It also arranges for details
of many forthcoming tenders to be published in the
fortnightly MOD Contracts Bulletin which is available to
any interested party on subscription. This enables small
businesses either to seek to tender directly for specific
requirements or, more commonly, to become
sub-contr’actors to larger companies.

Mr. Soames: Reports of sightings on these dates are
recorded on file and were examined by staff responsible
for air defence matters. No finn conclusions were drawn
about the nature of the phenomena reported but the events
were not judged to be of defence significance.
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1\1r. Re4riidri4::,To.
ask the Secretary of State for
..._+-~:.c,:.~;..._" ,...._. ..~_~
)efence (1);\\’.
his Department made to the
subri:ritt by ;Lieutenant Colonel Ch les Halt
-y
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[39218]

Unidentified Craft

Department supports the DTI’s small business
measures and initiatives. I am the Minister within this
Department for small businesses and I attend or am
represented at the DTI’s regular meetings.

R:~9<g,I,~.!t1i.fuForest (Incident)

statement.

Mr. Soames:’In the past five years RAF aircraft have
been scrambled or diverted from task on two occasions to
intercept and identify uncorrelated radar tracks entering
the United Kingdom air defence region.

Mr. Arbuthnot: The Government recognise the crucial
role played by small firms in the UK economy and aim

As much of the assistance provided by my Department
o smalJ businesses tends to be in the sub-contractor
ector, it is not possible to establish suitable performance
.arameters and therefore no statistics are available,

relating to events in Rendlesham forest in December
1980; what interviews were held; and if he will make a
statement;
[39247]

Mr. Soames: The report was assessed by the staff in
my Department responsible for air defence matters, Since
the judgment was that it contained nothing of defence
significance no further action was taken.

Small Businesses

Since the Procurement Executive of the Minisuy of
Defence moved to the new procurement headquarters at
Wood near Bristol earlier this year, the Defeqce
3uppliers Service is in contact with the Bristol chamber
)f commerce and DTI’s business Jinks, whose South-west
<egional supply network office has become their national
’ocal point for the defence industry. Other areas of the
:ountry can reach my Department, and be reached by us,
hrough the business links network.

424

(2) who assessed that the events around RAF
Woodbridge and RAF Bentwaters in December 1980,
which were reported to his Department by Lieutenant
Colonel Charles Halt were of no defence significance;
on what evidence the assessment was made; what
analysis of events was carried out; and if he will make
a statement.
[39249]

Mr. Llew Smith: To ask the Secretary of State for

monitoring.

Written Answers

.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence what assessment his Department made of the
photograph of an unidentified craft at Calvine on 4 August
1990; who removed it from an office in secretariat (air
staff) 2a; for what reasons; and if he wm make a

statement.

[39248]

Mr. Soames: A number of negatives associated with
the sighting were examined by staff re,sponsible for air
defence matters. Since it was judged that they contained
nothing of defence significance the negatives were not
retained and we have no recordQf any photographs having
been taken from them.
Publicity

!vis Hodge: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence
what is his Department’s budget in
for
consultants to assist with infonnation, publicity, press and

1996-97

media.

[39353]
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Unidentified Flying Objects
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence (1)what factors underlay
his Department’s decision that the reported sightings of unidentified flying objects

~

7.rs. U, .’{

on 5 November 1990 and 31 March 1993 were not of defence significance; [2898]
(2)for what reasons his Department assessed the sightings of an unidentified flying object
over RAF Shawbury,referred to in his answer of24 July, Official Report, column 424, as
having no defence significance.[2928]

12Nov 1996: Column: 112

Mr. Soames: I refer the hon. Member to the answer that I gave him on 8 July 1996,
Official Report, column 26.
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BACKGROUND NOTE TO PQs 23348 AND 23448

1. Mr Redmond is continuing to ask a number of questions about
’UFO’-related issues. Since the House returned from the summer
recess he has now tabled 33 PQs on this subject. The two
incidents to which Mr Redmond refers in these PQs are specifically
cited in the book by a former member of Sec(AS) on ’UFOs’.

2.

The sighting on 31 March 1993 was one of a number reported
from the West Country and South Wales that day. These were
examined in the usual manner and included a check with the US
authorities about Stealth aircraft activities, which revealed
nothing. The report by Tornado aircrew on 5 November 1990
suggested that they may have seen a Stealth aircraft, but there is
no evidence on the file of any follow-up action. The report would
have been shown to air defence experts, if the normal procedures
were followed, and it may therefore be assumed that nothing of
defence significance was inferred from the report. The Official
Report, 24 July 1996, Col 424, which the MP cites in his question
is attached for information at Annex A.

3.

expl~ined

the factors
As we have already
investigating ’UFO’ reports (Official Report,
attached at Annex B) there is nothing further
already been said. The draft reply therefor
earlier answer.

relevant to
8 July 1996, Col 26
to add to what has
refers to the

’.
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:Mr. blew Smith: To

ask the Secretary of State for
’Defence if the United States Government have. since 1966
’requested the United Kingdom to provide reactor grade
plutonium for the purpose of conducting a nuclear test
under the provisions of the US-UK mutual
defence agreement on atomic energy co-operation,[38500J

~xplosion

Mr. Arbuthnot: No slich requests have been made by
the United States,

Small Businesses
1\Jr. David Shaw: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence if he will make a statement on the impact of
(0) his policies and (b) the work of his Departmem in
h Iping small businesses in the last 12 months as
the previous 12 months; and if he will publish
the performance indicators by which his Department
monitors the impact and the statistcal results of such

ag~nst

monitoring,

[39141J

Mr. Arbuthnot: The Government recognise the crucial
’ok played by small firms in the UK economy and aim
o help them by providing sound economic conditions:t"eping inflation and interest rates low; reducing
; 2 sIative administrative and tfLxation burdens; and whe

cI)Propriate provide direct assistance in the fonn of
pecialist dvice and support and easing access to finance.

DTI’s small. business
asures and initiatives. I am the Minister within tJ s
’:partment for small businesses and I attend or am
;: presented at L’1e DTI’s regular meetings.
My DeparHnent supports the
.

[]

The Defence Suppliers Service ’assists companies,

,cluding small businesses, in making contact with

;:,;;ropr’a.te contracts branches. It also arrlliiges for details
f many forthcoming tenders to be published in the
mnight]y MOD Contracts Bulletin which is available to
1)’ interested party on subscription. This enables small
~Finesses either to seek to tender directly for specific
:quiremeI1ts or, more commonly, to become
ltl-contractors to larger companies.
Since the Procurement Executive of the Ministry of
dence moved to the new procurement headquarters at
bbey Wood near Bristol earlier this year, the Defef!.ce
Service is in contact with the Bristol chamber
IppIiers
.
commerce and DTI’s business links, whose South-west
gional supply network office has become their national
cal point for the defence industry. Other areas of tb.e
Untry can reach my Department, and be reached by us,
~ough the business links network.

As much of the assistance provided by my Depanment
small businesses. tends to be in the sub-contractor
:[Or, it is not possible to establish suitable performance
rarneters and therefore no statistics are available.

~ ~ !,~.P9.n,~

1 .fu Forest (Incident)
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relating to events in Rendlesham forest in December
1980; what interviews were held; and if he will malce a

Plutonium

;-

..~

\fr.
the Secretary of State for
fence
his DePartment made to the
’art ,subffiitted by;;Lieutenant Colonel Charles Halt

statement;

[39247]

(2) who assessed that the events around RAP
Woodbridge and RAF Bentwaters in December 1980,
which were reported to his Department by Lieutenant
Colonel Charles Halt were of no defence significance;
on what evidence the assessment was made; what
analysis of events was carried out; and if he will make
a

statement.

[39249J

Mr. Soames: The report was assessed by the staff in
my Department responsible for air defence matters. Since
the judgment was that it contained nothing of defence
significance no further action was taken.
Uncorrelated Radar Tracks (Investigations)

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence on how many occasions RAP aircraft have been
(a) scrambled and (b) diverted from task to investigate
uncorrelated targets picked up on radar; and if he will
make a statement.
[39218]

R.~

Mr. Soames: In the past five years
aircraft have
been scrambled or diverted from task on two occasions to
intercept and identify uncorrelated radar tracks entering
the United Kingdom air defence region.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State fOf
Defence (1) what is his Department’s assessmenkof the
incident that occurred on 5 November 1990 when a patrol
Tornado aircraft flying over the NoI sea were
of
overtaken at high speed by an unidentified craft; and if he
\vil1 make a statement;
[39245J

R.i\F

’l

(2) if he will make a statement on the unidentified
flying object sighting reponed to his Department by e
meteorological officer at R1\F Shawbury in the early
hours of 31 lvfarch 1993.
[39246J

G.

1\1r. Soames: Reports of sightings on these dates are
recorded on file and were examined by staff responsible
for air defence matters. No finn conclusions were drawn
about the nature of the phenomena reported but the ev.ents
were not judged to be of defence significance.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence what assessment his Department m<).de of the
photograph of an unidentified craft at Calvine on 4 August
1990; who removed it from an office in secretariat (air
staff) 2a; for what reasons; and if he vii]] make a

statement.

[39248J

Mr. Soames: A number of negatives associated with
the sighting were examined by staff responsible for air
defence matters. Since it was judged that they contained
nothing of defence significance the negatives were not
retained and we have no record
photographs having
been taken from them,

o[-any

Publicity
Ms Hodge: To ask Lhe Secretary of State for Defence
what is bis Department’s budget in
for
consultants to assist with infonnation, publicity, press fL11d
media.
[39353J
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This helpful recommendation, which reflects the local
opinions that have been voiced over many months by my
hon. Friends and others, will be considered by Barnet
health authority at its next meeting.

Mr. Soames: NATO standardisation agreement 3531
fIrst came into operation in 1964.

Read Codes
.Mr.Morgan: To ask the Secret;uy of State for Health,
pursuant to his answer of 1 July, Official Report, column
334, if he will specify the organisation or person carrymg
out the study of the licensing arrangements between
Computer Aided Medical Systems pIc and the NHS; if
that organisation was chosen by competitive tenders;
when the study was started; when he expected it to be
completed; and if he will place a copy m the Library of
the c~IIlpleted report.
[35768]
Mr. Horam: The review of current licensmg and
support arrangements for Read codes will be carried out
by Silicon Bridge Research. Smce it was chosen for its
particular skills and experience, at a cost below the single
tender limit, there was no competitive tender. ’The review
started an 4 July 1996 and is expected to be completed by
the end of October 1996. A report of its fmdings will be
placed in theLibrary.

Mr. Jim Cunningham: To ask the SecretarY of State
for Defence what proposals he has to alter the provisions
contained in official secrets legislation in relation to
military incidents resulting in (a) injuries and
(b) fatalities; and if he will make a statement.
[35703]

Trust and Health Authorities (Debts)

Mr. Milburn: To ask the Secretary of State for
Health, pursuant to his answer of 23 May, Official
Report, column 93, if he will show the amount of bad
debts and claims abandoned for each health authority
in each region broken down by category for the last
three years.
[33097].

Mr. Horam [holding answer 17 June 1996J: The
information will be placed in the Library.

Official Secrets (Military Accidents)
.

(Dr.

-

1991.

follows:
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
---.-----

RNIRM
AIrilY

1

t

62,JOO
154,600
88,400
-

62,1O
J52,400
86,000

54,400
140,900
80,900

- -

55,800
128,600
75,700

50,900
115,900
70,800

48,300

113,400

---=- - --------.;..

Unidentified Flying Objects

Mr. Redmond: To

Secretariat(Air Staff)2a.

Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence if he will list by (a)date and ( b) location for the
last 10 years unexplainable sightings of unidentifIed
flying objects received by his Department; and what
action was subsequently taken.
[35844]
.

Mr. Soames: My Department’ evaluates reports of
"unexplained" aerial phe omena _ solely in order to
establish whether they may have any defence significance.
Unless there is evidence to- indicate that the UK air
defence region may have been compromised, and to date
no’ sighting has provided
evidence, my Department
does not investigate or seek to provide an explanation for
what was observed. The question of unexplainable .
sightings has not therefore arisen.

s~ch

!~.
J

}

64,700

Total
305,100 300,500 281,200 260,100 237,600 226,400
Others’
2,100
2,000
1,900
1,600
1,000
1,000
’Locally Engaged Service PersolllJel. AImy figures include Gurkha strengths.
All figures contain an element for personnel undergoing training.

Mr. Soames: The focal point within my Department
for reports of sightings of unidentifIed flymg objects is

CWl30-PAGlI13

!

Mr. Soames: The strength of the Regular armed forces
by service, on 1 April for each year since 1991, was as

DEFENCE
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~

[35751J

ask the Secretary of State for
Defence which office within his Department deals with
sightings of unidentifIed flying objects.
[35845]

Hawk Trainer Crash, Portugal
Mr. Gordon Prentice: To ask the Secretary of State
for Defence, pursuant to his answer of 18 June, Official
Report, column 416, in respect of the crash of a Hawk
trainer, when the NATO standardisation
came
.~-agreement[35691]
into operation.

I

Mr. Galbraith: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence, pursuant to his answer to the hon. Member for
South Shields
Clark) of 16 May, Official Report,
column 559, if he will break down the fIgures for armed
forces by (a) year and (b) service for each year smce

Mr. Bowis [holding answer 1 July 1996J: The
information is not available.

Land Mines
Mrs. Clwyd: To ask the Secretary of State for Defence
how many JP233 mines were left by United Kingdom
forces at bomb dump M3 in Bahrain after the Gulf war;
and how many of them are currently owned by the United
Kingdom Government.
[35360]
Mr. Soames: All JP 233 munitions in Bahrain were
returned to the UK after the Gulf war.

i

t

Armed Forces

RAF

Child Abuse Inquires
Mr. Milburn: To ask the Secretary of State for Health
what was the tota cost to public funds of (a) the
independent review of residential care conducted by
Lady Wagner and (b) its report, "Residential Care-A
Positive Choice".
[35146]

I

Mr. Soames: There are no provisions in official secrets
legislation relating specifIcally to such incidents. Service
board of inquiry reports on military incidents resulting in
fatalities are released to the next of’kin of deceased
service personnel, on request, subject to the minimum of
security requirements.
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The subject of UFOs attracts a lot of public and media attention.
The applicant is well known amongst "Ufologists" and makes public
Please give detailed background information on the . and media appearances. Any information released to the applicant
is likely to appear on the internet and/or in the media.
subject matter and sensitivities (including media
interest) surrounding the request:

The information consists of background briefing provided for a
Minister. One of these requests also involves advice to a previous
administration.

What Clearing House triggers are engaged by this
request? (Refer to Clearing House toolkit at
http://www. foi.gov.uk/guidance/pdf/toolkit.pdf)

No
Does/will the National Security Liaison Group
(NSLG)have an interest in this case? Is there a
possibility of a s23 or s24 certificate being issued?

Exemptions:
S.36 (2)(b)(i)

Which exemptions may apply to
the information held, and why?

This information consists of background advice by officials to Ministers ifl order for
them to provide informed responses to Parliamentary Questions. At least one of
these requests also involves advice to a former Prime Minister from another political
party. Release of this information could inhibit the free and frank provision of such
advice.

Internal Departmental action to date:
Relevant information has been located.

Summary of case action (including
contact with applicant) taken by
Department so far:

The applicant has been informed that the MOD holds relevant information and a
Public Interest Test is being conducted under S.36. Other parts of this request not
relating to S.36 have been answered in

Next steps for Department
(including internal clearance
procedures) and timeframes:

A Public Interest Test is now being conducted. This will be followed by a
submission to seek ministerial agreement and approval for a course of action as a
Once ministerial approval has been achieved, the documents will
result of the
be referred back to the Clearing House for final approval. A response will then be
sent to the a licant.

full.

PIT.

Involvement of Other Government DepartmentstNDPBs:
Is this a suspected Round Robin request? (Please check box)
Yes
D

~

No

~

If not a Round Robin, are any other Government Departments or NDPBs likely to be involved? (Please check box)
Yes
No
Possibly
D
D

Ilf "Yes"or "possibly", please state why and provide contact details where possible:
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